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• Budget crunch
Hutchinson urges action in response to b
• 
A crowd of over 500 faculty, staff and students filled Hauck Auditorium at 8:30 a.m. to hea
r
President Hutchinson's budget briefing. (Kiesow photo.)
• Greeks
ATO dosed for at
least one year
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
The Greek system at the Uni-
versity of Maine has been handed
another loss as Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity National Headquarters
has closed the UMaine chapter for
at least one year.
According to a press release
given by Wynn Smiley, director of
communications at the national
branch, all current members of the
chapter are suspended and the uni-
versity supports these actions.
Allegations of risk management
violations, including hazing and
members and pledges drinking at
official chapter functions, started
an investigation of the chapter.
The investigation began by
phone, and was run by the Director
of Chapter Operations, Haskell
Ross.
Ross visited Li Maine on Mon-
day. Jan. 11. and the investigation
was concluded on Wednesday, Jan.
13, confirming the allegations.
That alone might not have war-
ranted the steps taken by the na-
tional chapter, but according to
Smmle. a comprehensive effort by
the local brothers to tahricate a
stors added .to the trouble.
Smiley said the members were
trying to water down the severity
of the charges, and they left out
key details.
Each member met with Ross,
and their stories matched each oth-
er's too precisely. Smiley described
the member's responses as "verba-
tim."
"Unfortunately, the chapter
members made a bad situation
worse," Executive Director Mark
Thorsby said. "By concocting a
story in an attempt to make the
allegations appear unfounded, the
chapter destroyed any trust with
the National Fraternity that may
have existed. By doing so, the
members slammed the door shut
on any consideration of lesser sanc-
tions."
With the removal of Alpha Tau
Omega, only 11 fraternities remain
on campus.
Brent Littlefield, president of
Student Government, said the prob-
lems with ATO casts a bad shadow
over the other greeks on campus.
Littlefield stressed the problems
with ATO shouldn't reflect on all
of the chapter's members.
Investigator William Laughlin,
Sec ATO on page 14
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By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Faith was the answer and
UMaine President and Messiah
Fred Hutchinson was the messen-
ger to over 500 university faithful
who flocked yesterday morning to
Hauck Auditorium to hear his re-
marks about the possible budget
crisis.
The 8:30 a.m. meeting was
standing room only as Hutchinson
shared his knowledge about the
two serious budget issues facing
the University of Maine system.
The president first addressed
the most serious and immediate
problem facing the university—
the governor's proposed supple-
mental budget which includes a
plan to defer the University Sys-
tem's June payment—an estimat-
ed $11 million dollars, in order to
fund other state programs for the
next six months.
Hutchinson said the chancel-
lor's office was informed in the
first week of January that the
"state's revenues were not going
as well as projected for this year."
The state had a $35 million dollar
woes
problem and higher education was
going to take a significant cut.
"Next June (1993) when we
would get our monthly check from
the state, we wouldn't get one, they
would hold that check until some
futwe time," Hutchinson said. "The
unfortunate part of that is they told
us that a couple of years ago and we
never did get it."
In the last biennium budget, the
state deferred the June payment to
the University of Maine System, a
payment which has never been re-
paid as promised.
"The last time they said that
they took the deappropriation of
$11 million, the system simply car-
ried it as a debt on our books and a
debt to be paid," Hutchinson said.
"The auditors have said to the
system office, 'If you're going to
defer anoCier $11 million, that's
too much for you to go on carrying
($22 million) that you don't have
and.. .don't see any assurance that
you're going to get it,— he said.
According to Hutchinson, if this
June's payment is deferred, the
system would have to cut $11 mil-
See BUDGET on page 14
• Budget crunch
UM officials blast McKernan's
budget plan in Au
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
AUGUSTA—University of
Maine officials testified Wednesday
before the State Legislature's Stand-
ing Committee on Appropriations
and Financial Affairs on the grave
affects another deferred payment
could have on their institution.
As pan of a public hearing on
Gov. John McKernan's supple-
mental budget, UM Board of Trust-
ees Chair Patricia Collins affirmed
statements that were the universi-
ty's June 1993 payment deferred,
it would have crippling effects on
the system.
If Gov. John McKernan's pro-
posal were passed, the University
of Maine System would effective-
ly lose $11 million from their bud-
get this year, as the state would
borrow it to balance their budget
and fund other state programs for
the next six months.
The state last used this budget
balancing technique in the last bi-
ta
ennium and promised to pay the
money back in fiscal 1993, starting
July 1, 1992. To date the payment
has never been made and the sys-
tem has been forced to write it off
as a debt.
Collins stressed the surprise
nature of the proposal and the fact
that the University was not notified
of anything before the proposal
was announced last week.
State Senator and Chair of the
Sec MCKERNAN on page 8
Impact of Budget
Cuts on UMaine
Administrators cut
Faculty cut
Classified Employees cut
Part-time, Regular and Temp. cut
TOTAL PERSONNEL CUT SINCE JANUARY 1990
IIM's likely share of upcoming budget reduction:
Projected drop in UM enrollment:
Combined UM cut and lost revenue:
Source: 'Maine President's Office Summary
% Change
38 —20.8
79 — 11.0
228 — 18.8
66 — 16.0
395 — 13.4
$4.3 million
$2.0 million loss
$7.1 million
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• Environmental disaster
Shetland Islands clear of spilled oil
1 SUMBURGH, Shetland Islands (AP) — The rocky and windswept shores of theShetland Islands are clean again after one of the world's largest oil spills, though
conservationists warn the idyllic scene could hide dangerous poisons.
Businessmen are trying to look ahead, planning a $765,000 advertising campaign to
attract tourists and struggling to stay afloat until the fishing industry rebounds.
The experience of Alaska, which struggled to entice tourists after the 1989 Exxon
Valdez spill, the biggest in U.S history, is not lost on residents of the Shetlands.
The Shetland Islands expected 56,000 visitors this summer, and officials want to
emphasize the area remains rich in bird and sea life, Maurice Mullay, executive director of
the Shetland Islands Tourism agency, said Wednesday.
"People throughout the world have seen Shetland battered by gales, hurricanes.
mountainous seas, rain and snow, unfortunately, and ... they are getting the impression that
all of Shetland is covered by oil," Mullay said.
The tanker Braer, driven onto the rocks by a hurricane Jan. 5, poured 24.6 million gallons
of crude oil into the Bay of Quendale before breaking up Tuesday.
Ferocious winds and surf on Wednesday broke up the last of the oil slick and restored
the seas to a brilliant blue.
Conservationists, however, warn that while the surface effects appear limited, the long-
term ecological impact could be immense.
Marine biologist Sian Pullen of the World Wide Fund for Nature said the oil would form
a toxic cloud in Shetland waters.
And Peter llis, director of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, said the effect
of those f)ollutants on fish and birds is "anybody's guess."
• Haiti
Aristide wants help
from other countries
3
 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Haiti's deposed Presi-
dent Jean-Bertrand Aristide is urging his country's
military-backed government to accept a large force of
international observers to restore order in the Caribbean nation.
U.S. officials said Wednesday that Aristide was sending
a letter to Haiti's ruleis Thursday in an attempt to break the
logjam in international efforts to restore the democratically
elected president to power and prevent a mass exodus of
Haitian boat people to the United States.
Aides to Aristide said the letter written under pressure
from the Bush administration and aides to President-elect
Clinton — would be conveyed to the heads of the Organi-
zation of American States and of the United Nations.
The OAS will send an emissary with the letter to Haiti's
government in Port-au-Prince, said Michael Barnes, a former
congressman and now counsel to Aristide.
Barnes said the letter would call for the immediate
dispatch of hundreds of U.N. and OAS observers to Haiti to
oversee the restoration of order and civil rights.
It would also call for Haiti's parliament to approve an
interim prime minister who would work for Aristide' s
return, Barnes said.
• Accident
Ferry capsizes in storm
4 Thursday when a ferry capsized in a violent storm nearRUEGEN, Germany (AP) — Up to 35 people died
this Baltic Sea island between Poland and Sweden,
authorities said. At least seven people were rescued.
The Polish ferry carrying 60 people was sinking about 20
miles east of the German island of Ruegen. There were
reports of people trapped inside.
A storm packing winds of 90 mph raging across the
Baltic apparently capsized the ship. Many passengers jumped
into the ice-cold, storm-whipped waters, officials said.
Peter Maque, the supervising doctor at the rescue center
in the northern German city of Stralsund said "up to, now
seven people have been brought here by helicopter and have
been taken to the Stralsund hospital."
He said two bodies had been brought in.
"There are reports of 32 to 35 dead, but I cannot verify
the number because conflicting information has been com-
ing in," Maque said.
* Oil spill seems to have disappeared from Shetland Islands
• Voter registration post in Cambodia attacked by rockets
• Honecker released early from prison due to cancer
• Voting violence
Rockets fired at voter registration post
2 PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) — Assailants fired rocket-propelledgrenades at a U.N. voter registration post, killing two Cambodian women
working for the U.N. peacekeepers and a 7-year-old girl, a U.N. spokesman
said Wednesday.
U.N. peacekeepers had already been forced to flee northwestern Siem Reap province
because of Khmer Rouge shelling. It was not immediately known who was responsible fot
the Tuesday night attack.
More than 20,000 U.N. peacekeepers are in the country to carry out an October 1991
accord to end 13 years of civil war and organize democratic elections this May.
U.N. spokesman Eric Falt said about 40 men were involved in the attack, and that they
"deliberately fired" at a tent used for U.N. voter registration. Two registration workers
were killed — Ty Sary, 43, and Vicheth Hang, 20.
The women were the first members of the U.N. mission to die in a direct attack since the
mission began 10 months ago.
A 70-year-old Cambodian man was wounded while trying to protect the young girl who
was killed. A bullet passed through his body and killed her.
Two U.N. civilian policemen, from India and Ghana, were also wounded but not
seriously.
The head of the U.N. mission, Yasushi Akashi, said in a statenient that "this murder of
unarmed and sleeping civilians is a cowardly and disgraceful act."
If it was aimed at disrupting voter registration, "it will fail," he said, adding that the
victims respresented "all those Cambodians who are sick of the bloody and futile factional
fighting that has bedeviled this country for too long."
ING Digest
• Criminal
Honecker released from
prison due to cancer
5 BERLIN (AP) — An ailing Erich Honecker wasfreed from prison Wednesday, leaving behind untold
bitterness over his brutal Communist East German
regime that killed people simply for fleeing to the West.
Reviled by many, pitied by others, the 80-year-old unre-
pentant Communist is suffering from liver cancer that doctors
say will kill him within six months.
Berlin courts, putting mercy above justice, halted the man-
slaughter trial against Honecker for killings at the Berlin Wall.
The former East German boss was driven to Berlin's Tegel
Airport in a luxury sedan escorted by a dozen police cars with
lights flashing. Curious bystanders lined the sidewalks.
Honecker flew to FranIcfim shortly after 8:30 p.m., the
start of what is expected to be a more than 20-hour trip to Chile
via Sao Paulo, Brazil, for a reunion with his wife, Margot, and
daughter Sonja.
Er%
• Bosnia
UN officials form
convoy of aid for Zepa
6 ing to stem a reported wave of deaths from cold andSARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Hop-
hunger, U.N. officials Thursday assembled a convoy
for Zepa, the east Bosnian town cut off from aid since the 9-
month old ethnic war began.
The convoy, scheduled to arrive Friday in the moun-
tain town of Zepa, was in response to reports of new
deaths in and around the Muslim enclave in Serb-held
territory.
Amateur radio operators in Zepa, the only contact to the
outside world, on Wednesday reported 85 deaths in the
previous 24 hours, including 51 children in the mountain
area about 35 miles east of Sarajevo.
In addition, Bosnian TV reported that 17 people, includ-
ing nine children, froze to death or starved in Srebrenica, a
town near the Serbian border.
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• Budget crunch
Student Government vows to fi
By Kim Dineen
Staff writer
In an attempt to inform the state
hierarchy of the severity of the po-
tential budget cuts to UMaine, Stu-
dent Government Brent Littlefield
held a press conference yesterday.
Gov. McKernan announced his
proposed budget for the next bien-
Mum last Friday which called for a
five percent reduction in education
funding. Even more harmful,
though, is McKernan's plan to de-
fer one month's payment to the
University of Maine System, which
amounts to a cut of $11.6 million
from UMS.
"As students at UMaine and as
citizens within this state, we under-
stand that tough decisions have OUf
governor and legislature faces,"
Littlefield said. "Recent decisions
have left doubt however as to wheth-
er or not they are indeed doing what
is best for the people in Maine.
". . this cut will severely affect
the programs offered at the Univer-
sity of Maine, it should be noted
that this was the smallest percent-
age of cut for any division within
our state government that receiued
cuts within this next biennium.
"hi Julie 1991, our state govern-
ment used UMS as a lending institu-
tion for our state's problems. Now
they are attempting to do the same
thing again. They want to use our
appropriated budget for the rest of
the state's budget. Our state again
sees the University of Maine as a
resource for funds instead of view-
ing us as a resource for learning. This
decision is simply unacceptable."
On Wednesday at a public hear-
ing held in Augusta, Littlefield and
others made appeals to the Appro-
priations Committee to reject the
governor's proposal to defer a UMS
payment.
"Higher education is not a mon-
ey pit to be robbed for other state
programs. The state is promising
again to break a promise they made
in 1991 and we not accept them
doing that again," Littlefield said
"Our state leaders must learn the
University of Maine is a place for
the future and important for the
present. We are appealing to our
state leadership—don't let this
happen again in Maine."
When asked specifically what
he was planning to do to fight the
cuts, Littlefield said he was re-
sponsible for organizing in 1991
the largest student rally ag .inst the
budget cuts, as well as the largest
student rally since the Vietnam
War, and stated that he planned to
do the same things again.
Student Senator Collin Wor-
ster was the only other student to
testify at the Appropriations Com-
mittee's public hearing on Wednes-
day. He asked Littlefield why Stu-
dent Government hadn't organized
to take more students to Augusta.
-The Appropriations Commit-
tee has a tendency to ask university
officials to go down rather than
-ht budget cuts
Brent L ittlefield at the budget press conference. (Kiesow photo.)
contacting Student Government
and we found out on our own means
when the Appropriations Commit-
tee was meeting," he said.
According to Littlefield, the
date for deciding on the state's
supplemental budget, which will
determine the fate of the proposed
deferment of $1 1.6 million to UMS,
hasn't been announced yet.
• Martin Luther King Day
New Hampshire last state in the country to celebrate King holiday
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —The
new governor signed an order
Wednesday creating a state holi-
day honoring the Rev. Martin Luth-
er King Jr. New Hampshire had
been the last state without such a
holiday.
Gov. Steve Merrill's order is
temporary, applying only to Mon-
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Saturday, January 16
Hauck Auditorium
6:30pm & 9:15pm
50ri w/UMaine Student I.D.
$3 All others
day's holiday.
But the Republian gover-
nor, who was sworn in this
January
16
22
24
29
30
month, saidhe will support leg-
islation to make the change
permanent.
Movies Spring
Sneakers
Singles
Mighty Ducks (2pm & 6:30pm)
School Ties
Under Siege
February
12 Sister Act* & cartoons
19 A Fish Called Wanda* (6:30pm on —),
The Meaning of Life & cartoons
March
April
27 Last of the Mohicans
9 Home Alone II*
17 A Few Good Men
18 Aladdin (2pm, 6:30pm, & 9:15pm)
23 Distinguished Gentleman
24 Dracula
25 Pinocchio (2pm & 6:30pm)
Films shown in Hauck Auditorium, *films shown in 101 Neville Hall
at 6:30pm & 9:15pm (unless noted). Program subject to change.
co-sponsored by:
/64--,C.1•04.0•L
Residents on Campus
The Union Board Office is located on the 2nd
Floor of the Memorial Union. For informa-
tion on joining stop by or call 581-1735. The
Union Board plans many different events;
including bands, films, and comedians. Get
involved! Join today!
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• Winter activities
Camden the site for first annual toboggan race
By Randy Robinson
Staff Writer
If climbing into a 14 to 16 inch-wide
toboggan with three friends, sliding down a
400-foot long chute at 40 mph, then flying
across the ice sounds like fun, How aid Wright
wants to talk to you.
Wright is organizing the First Annual
Toboggan Race, to be held at the Camden
Snow Bowl on Saturday. Jan. 30.
The Snow Bowl is located 2.8 miles west
of Camden, maps will be provided, Wright
said.
He said the race is open to everyone on
campus—students, administrators, dorms,
Greeks, etc. Individual dorm floors can com-
pete against each other if the wish.
"Maine Bound and the Army ROTC pro-
gram are already planning to enter teams,"
Wright said. He added Dean Lucy, Univer-
sity College Professor Rick Pare, and others
are also intend to participate.
A team of UM alumni may also partici-
pate.
Wright said the fee for a "multi-ride"
afternoon would be $10 per team. He said
toboggans must be 14 to 16 inches wide.
Teams should bring their own tobog-
gans if possible. If they don't have them or
if they are the wrong size, there will be a few
rentals available.
For those students who do not want to
race. Wright said there would be many other
activities available, including free cross-
country skiing and ice-skating.
He also said a group of 30 people can
downhill ski all day for $13 each. For those
students who merely want to watch, Wright
said he can use lots of volunteers to cheer,
"retrieve toboggans, bodies, etc."
The ram is scheduled to start "at high
noon ,"and those who want to parfcipate will
need to register prior to the start at the lodge.
Wright said team captains should call
Dean Lucy as soon as possible and tell him
who they are and which group their team
will be representing.
He said students can also pick up lift
tickets at Dean Lucy's office and pay
for them when they arrive at the Snow
Bowl.
Wright said prizes would probably be
available, depending on how much the event
brings in. He also said any surplus could be
donated to charity or possibly to a scholar-
ship fund.
For more information, call Dean Lucy
at x11792. If necessary, call Wright at
x11600 or 866-3278.
• Shooting
No charges filed in fatal shooting in Randolph
RANDOLPH, Maine (AP) — No crim-
inal charges will be brought against Eric
Nilson in connection with the shooting death
of a Chelsea man at his home last Novem-
ber, a prosecutor said.
David Jones, 34, was shot to death dur-
ing a confrontation with Nilson during the
early morning hours of Nov. 4, according to
reports. Nilson reportedly fired a warning
shot and a struggle ensued for the gun.
"There was a struggle for the gun
and the gun discharged," Assistant At-
torney General William Stokes said
Tuesday.
Stokes noted that Nilson suffered in-
juries to face, shoulders and arms during
the assault. There was no evidence Nilson
deliberately pulled the trigger, Stokes said.
Guest Lecture Series
a Board of Student Government
presents:
John Kricfalusi
Creator & Former-Producer
Of:
Tuesday, January 19
Hauck Auditorium 8:00 PM
453"Sc;1
FIVe
"The combination of justified use of
force with an accidental discharge of the gun
persuades us that there was no criminality,"
Stokes said.
Jones reportedly was let into Nilson's
home by his estranged wife, who was
living at the home. Jones was pronounced
dead at the scene after being shot once in
the chest.
• Journalism
Reporters
followed release
guidelines
ABOARD THE USS KITTY HAWK
(AP) —Some allied warplanes roared off on
their Iraqi bombing mission Tuesday night
but were foiled by an implacable foe: had
weather.
But the aborted attack went unreported
until the following day under press guide-
lines established after the Persian Gult
War.
The U.S. Central Command imposed
news blackout at 11:45 a.m. EST Monday
just before the pilots were briefed on the
mission.
No stories were filed and no footage was
sent by the 20 journalists aboard the aircraft
carrier.
The embargo was lifted Wednesday
about 2 p.m. EST after the pilots were all out
of Iraqi territory after successful bombing
runs.
The press guidelines were established
through negotiations between the Washing-
ton bureau chiefs of major news organiza-
tions and the Pentagon.
The general agreement includes trying
to avoid pool reporting and no interference
by military escorts.
But in turn, reporters agreed to abide
by the blackout rules and avoid reporting
details that could cause harm to combat-
ants, such as future operations, effective-
ness of enemy camouflage or updates on
missing aircraft while rescue operations
were under way.
ARMY/NAVY SALE
University of Maine - Memorial Union Lown Room
January 15 9am to 6pm
Sponsored by Army Barracks
Genuine U.S. & European
Military Clothing and Equipment
Largest Surplus selection
of New England with the
lowest prices
647 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02110
(617) 437-1657
Visit
our
other
store
— —
MPLCS LIUr15:
NORTH CONWAY, NH
ROUTE 16
N CONWAY, NH 03860
(603) 356-7902
• Dutch and West German Six-Pocket
Cotton Field Shorts & Pants $10-20
• Mexican Baja Pullover & Blankets
100% Cotton $12-15.
• Large Assortment of Guatemala and
Mexican goods.
• Down Feather Mummy Sleeping Bags
& Cover $35 & 50.
• Genuine Issue Camo, Desert. Tiger,
Urban Black Six Pocket Pants $26 & 28
• World Flags (3'x5') $10 each/2 for $18
Over 150 countries.
• NATO Field Jacket $20.
• Grateful Dead Stickers and T-shirts.
• Large Selection of Book Bags & Duffles
• Levi Shorts. Pants and Coveralls.
• Genuine MA-1 Flight Jackets
& M-65 Field Jackets.
• New & Used Combat Boots S5-40.
• Raybans 40% Off.
• Special Order Dr. Martins.
• Tapestries & Tye-Dye Sheets $15-20.
• Surplus Leather Bomber & Bike Jackets
NEWPORT, RI
395 THAMES STREET
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 846-5054
•
MARTHA'S VINEYARD
152 CIRCUIT AVENUE
OAK BLUFFS, MA 02557
(508) 693-6846
Mastercard, Visa, American Express and Discover accepted
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Eat lots of fiber
Drink six glasses of water a day
Pay your bill
The first two will keep you healthy.
The last will keep you in school.
"After the fourth week of classes, students
with accounts that have not been paid or deferred
to financial aid will have -their registrations for
the semester cancelled. Financially delinquent
students will not be allowed to register for
courses, and academic records will be
withheld until all financial obligations
to the University have been satisfied."
University of Maine Catalog
Business Office, 100 Alumni Hall, 581-1521
• Iraq
Most Americans support
Allied force in Iraq
(AP)—Saddam Hussein's name was in-
voked at the dinner table, on street corners,
in bars, in stores and in the halls of Congress.
And perhaps the most-heard refrain in Amer-
ica was: Why didn't we get rid of him the
first time around?
Hard on its heels was concern that more
Americans might end up dying to quell
Saddam' s defiance of the U.N. resolutions
that wrapped up the Gulf War.
For many. Wednesday's bombing raid
on . puthem Iraqi missile sites by American,
British and French warplanes unfurled anew
the horror of the 1991 war. And some ques-
tioned President Bush's motives in his last
days in office.
"It just upsets me to think that we still
have something to finish that should have
been finished the first time," said Beverly
Oliver, of Bedford, Ind. "I realize the man
needs to be dealt with. This is just very hard
for me to think about losing more kids."
Her 20-year-old son, Marine Lance Cpl.
Brian Lee Lane, flew to Saudi Arabia two
years ago this week and was killed in action
in Kuwait six weeks later.
"I want to see peace in the Middle East
tor once," said Ted Ginder, a store manager
in Hammond, Ind. "They should either stay
there till he's gone or he's out of power."
Pollsters said U.S. public support was
overwhelming. In a survey of 614 people
Wednesday night, 83 percent approved of
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the attack and 59 percent wanted continued
military strikes until the Iraqi president k
removed from power.
The USA Today-CNN-Gallup Poll gave
a 5-point margin of error.
At Seymour Johnson Air Force Base in
Goldsboro, N.C., people seemed perplexed
by Saddam' s motives and frustrated that he
won't just go away.
"If they had gotten Hussein the first
time, we wouldn't be in this mess right
now," said Marianne Zelanik. "If they had
pursued it two or three more days, they
might have gotten Saddam. ... And I really
don't think it's going to be over until they
do."
"I think they should just get rid of the
man, no raatter what it takes," said Jamie
Cano, 22. "Just get that man out of power."
In New Jersey, Sonia Nunez, 27, worried
that "we're getting in farther and it looks
like it's not going to stop."
In a doughnut shop in West Atlantic
City, N.J., Ozzie Ostroff said he was glad
President Bush took action because Saddam
is "getting out of line."
"The man does have a lot of gall,"
Ostroff said. "He's way beyond common
sense."
But Gerald Wright, 25. a math teacher in
Wildwood, N.J., suggested that Bush was
trying to trip up the president-elect: "He's
causing havoc for Clinton."
(CC1—Cemedy, 90 mkt. **
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The ,Erner Sistors Diane Keatonir )'HIRTYSOMETHING (CC)—Drainct,
Don t spend yet another Saturday
night plugged into the television,
filling up on junk food, flipping
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Skating couple
-
After a day of skating, two skaters cross the Stillwater River and head for
home. (Lachowski photo.)
Absolutely abnormal
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Meet facinatiii(,/ItPJC.
•
DO.0 \Cili 11 111.111:1•
-Make 1-).q._2, bucks.
See \ our mum ifl thiN i?ape
Some of these promises are true - to find out which ones, call
City Editor Kim Dineen at 581-1270 or Volunteer Coordinator
Shannon Judd at 581-3061 to start your staff or volunteer writing
career.
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• Civil Rights Awareness Month
Founding feminist Steinem still searching for social justice
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
One of the most recognizable figures of
the 1970s women's movement will be speak-
ing on campus in connection with Civil
Rights Awareness Month. Gloria Steinem
— feminist, writer and political activist —
will deliver an address, "Looking at history
as if everyone mattered." on Jan 18 at 8 p.m.
at the Maine Center for the Arts.
Steinem has devoted much of her life to
social justice movements and causes; she
first became involved in the women's move-
ment in 1968 and subsequently began trav-
eling around the United States speaking
about feminism and equality issues. In
1972, she, along with Pat Carbine, founded
Ms. magazine. By the mid- 1970s, the mag-
azine had attracted over 500,000 readers
monthly.
She still works as an editorial consultant
for Ms., which in 1990 underwent a journal-
istic transformation by converting to an ad-
vertising-free format.
Steinem has written several books, in-
cluding Remlution from Within: the Book
of Self-Esteem, Outrageous Acts and Every-
day Rebellions, and Marilyn: Norma Jeane.
Her latest project was co-producing a film.
titled Better off Dead, which is a story of a
woman who kills a police officer, is convict-
ed of murder and then sentenced to death
row. She gets pregnant while in prison and
wants to have an abortion, but is refused the
right to due so.
"I hope it will make people think very
deeply about the death penalty. That's an
issue we have almost given up on, Clinton
supports and even some women candidates
support it," Steinem said. "But there's no
evidence that it reduces crime and it's in-
credibly cruel. We essentially wait until
people are rehabilitated and then we murder
them, which is what happens in this film.
-The genesis of the idea was realizing
over again and again over the last twenty
years both from personal experience and
from public opinion polls that people who
are anti-choice on abortion are pro-capital
punishment. Wanting to dramatize that as-
sociation was the beginning of the idea for
this project for me." she said.
Steinem is also involved in racial and
minority causes. Her interest in discussing
the connection between racial and sexual
oppression was one reason for her visit to
the University of Maine.
"I was impressed by and I felt welcome
by the multicultural emphasis and also be-
cause it's a celebration of Martin Luther
King's birthday. The connections between
sexual caste and racial caste are still not well
enough understood, so I welcome the chance
to contribute to that," she said.
In a recent phone interview from her
office in Boston, Steinem talked about her
involvement in the '1, omen's movement, the
birth of a men's movement and our new
president.
Can you elaborate on your initial in-
volvement in the women's movement? I
read you became involved after attending
a meeting of the Red Stockings in 1968, a
radical feminist group.
That's true, although in a larger sense it
was a result of life itself. You grov, up being
treated as a female human being and it may
take you a long time to fight it. Because
there was no movement when I was growing
up, I identified with every other social jus-
tice movement - the black movement, the
farmer workers' movement, etc. I identified
with less powerful groups, but I didn't un-
derstand that it was because I was one, too.
until other women began to speak out in the
See STEDIEM on page 11
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its Time for the Annual
"Jim and Dave Need to Eat this Winter" sale!
Save up to $120 on holdover Bikes and other marked items.
Winter Accessories
• Studded Tires
• Gloves
• Tights
Come check out the
'93 line up!
Winter Hours
Tues.-Fri. 12-S
Sat. 9-4
Closed Sun. & Mon.
7,g)-----ARose Bike
866-3525
Open Seats
For General
Student Senate
Hart
Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland
Hancock
Kennebec
Stodder
Meetings are held in 153 Barrows Hall. Tuesdays at 6pm
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McKernan's plan meets with resistance from UM officials fr011d page 1
Joint Standing Committee or. Education John
O'Dea said the supplcmental budget was
announced and handled "in a most under-
handed way."
"The process here was nothing short of
deceitful," he said "The people from the
state budget office had been ordered to keep
their mouths shut on this. Everyone was
here last Friday talking about the governor's
budget for the next two years and he and all
of his people conveniently forgot to mention
that this was included in supplemental bud-
get.
"The supplemental budget would not
have been signed if they were told what was
in it. It would not even have gotten a spun-
sot.,'
Collins likened the impact learning of
the governor's proposed plans to the famous
"Where were you when Kennedy was shet?"
question.
"Now we're beginning to have a new
legend here, 'Where were you when you
found out about this new proposal?" she
said.
"It certainly came as a shock to all the
members of the Board of Trustees and to the
chancellor and administration of the Uni-
versity of Maine System."
In her testimony, Collins stated that de-
nying the university its money would by
denying the state its very future.
"I was very disappointed and saddened
that the architects of this proposal before us
today by assessing a large additional burden
to higher education. This proposal wilds the
message that a higher education has a very
low priority in Maine," she said.
"Is this wise when we know that unless
we invest in education research and in de-
velopment, that the problems that we have
today in our social services and in our econ-
omy would simply mushroom."
Collins called the proposed plan to defer
payment and repay later "unfair," "unre-
sponsible," and a "gimmick," stating the
state's previous failure to pay only reaffirms
her belief.
'I'm begin to think 'Yes, you're going to
get your repayment of your deferment' is in
the same line as saying The check is in the
mail,— she said. "It has about as much
validity.
"(It) is nothing more than another gim-
mick based on past experience we cannot
treat it as anything but another deappropri-
ation."
System Chancellor Robert Woodbury
testified that the system is still reeling from
the effects of the last round of cuts and has
taken its fair share.
"There are only foot states in the United
States in the last two years that have taken
higher cuts in education (than the State of
Maine)," he said.
"We are still struggling with that right
now let alone (being able to) find more
resources."
The fact that traditional means of raising
income quickly, such as a tuition hike, are
out of the question because students are
all eady back in school only complicates
matters further, Woodbury said.
The chancellor stated that the university
that the university simply could not deal
with a cut of that magnitude.
"There's simply no way we could do it,"
he said.
"We have to pay our faculty and staff
that are already working. Interestingly even
if we closed (the system early) we wouldn't
save money either and that's the nature of
the commitments you have when you oper-
ate an institution like this."
University of Maine Student Govern-
ment President Brent Littlefield and Stu-
dent Senator Collin Worster testified to the
fact that a cut was impossible from the
student's perspective as well.
"The governor's statements in my mind
establish that he is in no way in tune with the
what the students at the University of Maine
System are saying," Worster said.
"They're saying 'If we have one more
budget cut, one more deferred payment, one
more payment that we don't receive, that
means that we have one more course that we
can't offer, one more program that will be
cut one more increase in tuition and that
means I will not be able to come back next
semester or next year and I will have to drop
out of this university."
The 13-member Appropriations Com-
mittee was sympathetic to the testimony of
the officials and became irate at the admin-
istration for not having a representative in
attendance to answer questions.
Rep. Roger Pouliot, D
-Lewiston, issued
a call for leadership and action and recom-
mended the proposed budget be sent back to
the governor.
"I'm really disturbed about the state of
things," he said. "We're talking about a very
serious thing—the destruction of higher ed-
ucation in the state of Maine. I honestly feel
it's going to take a fight. I feel that the time
of courage has come for this committee, for
the legislature of the state.
"I can no longer be a part of gimmicks.
This is a gimmick, nothing but a gimmick. I
think the obligation we have in this commit-
tee, in the legislature, even governor if he
wants to lead now is the time. It's a perfect
moment. But at the llth hour to pass on this
type of higher education is nothing but a slap
for all education."
Action is expected on the supplemental
budget in the next seven to 14 days. UM
President Fred Hutchinson is urging all fac-
ulty, staff and students to call or write mem-
hers of the Appropriation Committee to voice
their concerns. (See page 10 for addresses.)
• Iraq
Saddam Hussein vows retaliation for bombings
-- Iraq claimed today that its losses
were slight in the U.S.-led allied air strike
that led a vitriolic Saddam Hussein to prom-
ise ' 'another great victory" while allowing
his U.N. envoy to offer conciliation.
State-run media said today that 19 peo-
ple were killed and 15 wounded in Wednes-
day night's limited laid on Iraqi radar and
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
#
ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with con-
fidence Enroll ir. Army ROTC an elec-
tive that's different from any other
college course ROTC offers
hands-on leadership tra:- - -,
Training that gives you expe •
and helps build self-conf: •
character and management skills All
the credentials employers look for
ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obligation and
requires about 4 hours per week
It will put your life on a whole
new course
ii3aRAVII ;Ran 
THE SNIANTESI COUXGE
COURSE TOG CAN TAKE.
Find out more.
Contact Captain Greg Leimbach in
the Memorial Gym or call 581-1126
1
anti-aircraft missiles sites but made no threats
of revenge. Saddam's military options are
scant.
The raid was President Bush's warning
to his Persian Gulf War nemesis that though
he has just a week left in office he will not
tolerate further Iraqi violations of the U.N.
cease-fire resolutions that ended the gulf
war.
After the attack. Saddam declared in an
emotional speech on Iraqi television that
"another battle has started" and beseeched
his countrymen to "extinguish the fire of
Dedroom
Condo
Furnished!
Located at 7 Coiburn Drive sr, viclk-
irog distance to campus
S695/month plus uttilities
Contact Jane Bishop of 942- 48 15
41kr Judi ShPdpArd Missett.,,
;Aiwa;
Beenn January 19, 1993
Tuesdays & Thursdays
12:00 NOON 
—1:00 PM
All 
-Purpose Room in the Memorial Gym
University of Maine
hatred in the muzzles of their weapons."
It appeared doubtful, however, that the
Iraqi leader's actions would match his rhet-
oric, which recalled the bellicose speeches
he delivered two years ago before the linited
States and its allies drove his army from
Kuwait.
Saddam's air force is severely depleted
and his armor, roughly halved in the gulf
war, is barely sufficient to suppress domes-
tic unrest.
The Iraqis did not even activate radar to
guide missiles against the attacking force in
Wednesday night's 30-minute raid.
Iraqi media carried a military commani-
que today claiming that "sacrifices in equip-
ment and military hardware were superfi-
cial" and that "many civilian homes- were
destroyed in "indiscriminate raids.-
The Pentagon said no allied planes were
hit or casualties suffered.
It said the targets were permanent anti-
aircraft missile and radar sites, including
command bunkers, at Tall i I, Najaf, Samawah
and Amarah as well as a number of mobile
missile sites near Basra and Nasiriyah.
$20 FOURWEEKS
The fitness professionals.
The Solution to Your Resolution
For More Information call:
Am r Davis 989-4748 OR
Recreational Sports 581-1080
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Having
Computer
Problems??
Contact CIT's
MICROCOMPUTER HELP CENTER
17 Shibles Hall • 581-2506
Consultants are on duty 8am-9pm,
Monday-Thursday, 8am-5pm Fridays
Email: 'CITHELPOMAINE
Services provided:
* Support for popular word processing and spread-
sheet software and operating systems
* Disk and file recovery for both Mac and DOS
diskettes
* Scanner and slide imager available for both DOS
and MacintaAi by appointment - call 1-2500
ALL SERVICES ARE FREE!
▪ MICROCOMPUTER
• PUBLIC CLUSTER HOURS
•
•
• C.I.T. 1993•
•
•
•
•
• Fogler Library
•
Monday - Thursday 8 am - midnight
•
•
• Friday 8 am - 10 pm
• Saturday 10 am - 10 pm• Sunday 10 am - midnight•
• computers: Macintosh & IBM with laser printing For holiday hours,
• 
• 
call 1- 1664)
•
• Memorial Union•
•
• Sunday - Friday opens at 10 am Sunday•
• closes at midnight Friday
• Saturday 10 am midnight• computers: Macintosh & IBM with laser printing•
•
124 Barrows Hall••
•
•
▪ Monday - Thursday 6 pm midnight
• Sunday noon - midnight
computers: Macintosh only with laser printing
•
• ▪ Help Center - 17 Shibles Hall
• Monday - Thursday 8 am 9 pm
• Friday 8 am - 5pm•
• help with Mac & DOS related problems
• email: CrICHELNIIMAINE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•OOOOOOO • 0 • • • • • • • • OOOOO • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • OOOOO $ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
 • • • • • O •
SPRING 1993 MACINTOSH WORKSHOP() •
• 
SPRING 1993 DOS-BASED WORKSHOPS
• •
•
• FOR THE UM CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FOR MUriil CAMPUS COMMUNITY
•
•
•Intro to the Macintosh Formatting Excel Documents & Charting
•1/29 (1. 2-2:50pen), 2//4 (M. 9 50am 2/151M, 9.-I lam)
•Make pleasing looking spreadsheets on screenLearn shoot the des. ktop, menus, kppk menu 
•and in print on-screen graphics .ihjects. Cre-Retest the system folder, mentor,. storage and 
•ate, manipulate and format gr spits & charts forfonts. 
•spreadsheet data. Seise files for importing Mtn 
•
Intro to Word 5.0 
•
Word 5.0. 
1/29 (F. 3-4pm). 2/A i M. 10-11 arn1 
•
Excel 3.0 Functions, Formulas & Databases •Create & retrieve documents. Move around dor
2/21 tik 2-41pm) Use firrictions & formulas to •uments. Use Word's "Ruler" to format pars-
calculate worksheet. Database functions amber. •graphs. Format individual characters I hold. un-
A sort data. Reference absolute & relative values •decline). Mock. move & delete text. Make page
in formulas. i ink data among several worksheets •breaks. Set margins. tabs, line space & justifies-
to arrive at totals. •tion.l'se the spell checker •••• page layturVsetopi 
•view printing.
Excel 3.0 Macros & Customizing Worksheets •
•3/1 1M, 9-1 lain) Contomire & automate sewnFormatting Word 5.0 Documents & 'sing 
•Styles worksheets. Specify startup folder & fl.X1Irraf
•2./1 tIkl. 9-11 am a document template Protect ,locuments A) Use 
•Create & windows.ran macros to automate tasksMake columns. Change default settings. Number 
•
& renumber pages. Show hidden text. Create 
•headers and footnotes. Deflue & use Woof 's para- 
•Intro to FileMaker Pro Databasegraph "styles- to automate your word pros-ess• 
•
3-4prn1 Create a siniple database. FAO & 
•
frontal information. Input, delete. sort & find 
•
records. Design, edit & print multiple "layouts- •Word S.0 Math. e,raphi,s & Tables
for your data. 
•2J221M.9-11m
•l'se math formulas. Import A edit graphics. t 're-
ate & format iaMes Fdemaker Calculation & Summary Fields &
Database Reports •
3/22 1M. 9-haml lie calculation & sornmars •Word S 0 Mail Merging Ilaithase 
•fields to analvre Your database Import data fromFunctions
5/35'. 2-2.5Spm •an Excel spreadsheet. Creak reports for priming. l 
•Create form letters, mail rrn.rgi address & text 
•
Rles. Sort data to extrais specific records from a 
•database file Intro to PageMaker 4 01
•I/25 (M. 9-1 lam), V24 4 33. 2-4pm Create a doe-
Intro to Excel
•
urnent. told & formal test Create husk graphics.3.0 
•
2/101W, 2-4pm Manipulate text (graphics on the screen. Move
•
•
Fnter, edit, copy & deleti data: move around the around the document.
spreadsheet: create ranges. format numbers for •
•screen displas & printing: set up & print reports Novice PageMaker 4 01
1/27 tW, 2-4prw. 3/2 9-1 lam , Import & •
manipulate text & graphics from other applies •
non, 1 'sic multiple columns. Formal the entire •
document using th, master melt. •
•
Intro to DOS
1/21 (Ilk 11:3111-111:30atn1, 2/3 1V1 11.30-10.30am
Rasa info about ducks, drives formatting file- A
direct s eit Create & move remand files & directories
using haste DOS commands leant different cops mg
techniques to make custom backups
Intro to WordPerfect 5.1
1/20 11A 5:30-10em 1(2114Th,11:311-141am)
Create & retrieve documents Move around
documents Ice the overlay & function keys Formatindividual characters (hold. underline1 Block & move
text Delete text Make page breaks Use the
thesaurus A spell checker
Formatting 111,T5.1 Documentsirre Ok, 10:15-11:45anik. I/214(Th. 10:15-
11 :450•1„ 3/24 110:30-noon)
Set margins Change font & size Create headers &
footers. footnotes & codnotes Number pages Set
line spacing & fustifwation Set tabs
VITS . 1 Pile Management
1/21 Irk. 11-rwonsi). 2/3 1%, 11-tiona
3:24 4W, 9-1041•0
t'ostomise WI' to fit your file storage needs Organize
files and directones Create din-clones Move &
cops files Change the default setup
WT'S. I Mail Merging & Sorting Functions
2/11% (Th.11:311-1111:ino, 3/3 Vt, IA-nnqit.
3/25 11"h, /1:90-10:30ani
Create primary, & tecositars files I V. PC I
database functions In tort and organize information in
secondary files Create mail merged document,
1 earn to port out labels
liNTS. 1 Macros
2/1111 11-noonl, 3/3 W ,11:10-9:310awar
Create & edit macros to automate repetitive tasks set
up a macros directors, %here all macros can he stored
Save time in WordPeriesi ' Macros are eass '
VY1'S.1 Tattle o(Contents & Indexes
1/27 IW. 11-12nown), 2/4 ft:30-9:911ano
Mark text A generate a table ol content, and an index
for a document f'reate newspaper columns to displaydie index Create professional looking documents andlet WT do the work tor sos
WTS.1 Tables
2117 INV , 11:30-10arn 1/4 Th, I 0:304wwin
Import a I ritus spreadsheet into WP and set up a
professional looking aisle I earn to generate rues.
tables and nimbly existing ones
Registration Required. Call 1-1638 beginning January 13th oiot before.
please.) Mac Classes will he held in 124 Barrows Hall. DOS classes will
be held in 255 Steven& Hall . Be prompt. please. Some workshops are
offered twice. Choose one time to attend
WT5.1 Newsletter & Graphics
2(17 1,W, 10:30-noon). 5/4 I Th. S-30-111ani
('orate a newsletter using V. P desktop poblishtn,
feature% Import & edit graphos images to liven ..p
Walt document
NTS. I Styks
3/23 II-woon
Create stsk, with multiple lormatting codes to
format the text in 'your kit Make
whole document ruirmat changes quickly
Intro to Lotus 1 -2- 3
1/27 1W. A:30-111:3111am), 2/4 tTh. 10-noem
Create and use existing spreadsheet, Mosa. around
the workspace Enter rest and numbem
si most text and data I earn ba,i, Iunction. and
formulas Work wall absolute & relative s aloes in
formulas
Lotus Database Functions
2/11 Th. 11:311-10arn 2/ 24 , 10 $0-noon )
('irate Input. Data t'nteria & Osdpui rang, c.on
and extract data from a spreadsheet
Lotus Graphing & WYSIWYG
2/10 lit,31:31111-141:311amil, 2/25 1Th, 10-atawa I
I earn the basics of I riots graphing t'reate
save and print various graphs I ce the WYSIU i
What You See Is What You Get feature I ours to
generate mete pleasing printout, and on screen
formatung Modeit graphs to ins lade text. arrows
etc for custom results
Lotus Macros
2/1i irk l53114•40d, 2/24 Vt. 5:30-111atial
.nti4< macro, can •111kweroir repetitive tasks I earn lo
create and edit macros and set op a Mas ro Maar% in
which to strire mac-inc woe with other worksheets
Lotus Financial & Other Firm-toms
2/10 Oil', II-Ronal, 2.12!‘ Th. A .10-9 3flain
Crest: an anddntuatudn hart mad A Monrs
chart let I r.111, liglIfe emit interest and principal
payments for various loans and more
Note About Lotus Workshops:
I our vend, al 2 is used fot t lasses Malenal
covered will apply to most other versions
•
•
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EditorialPage
• Reagan's return
Heave-ho the art
Michael Reagan
After viewing the fine bear statue in front of the Memorial Gym,
looking at the top of Stevens Hall and wondering what all those
antennas ate doing at the top, visitors to ‘ampus, despite the best
efforts of the Dingo Guides, notice the strategically-placed art.
There's that rock-shaped sculpture right outside of Neville Hall
that looks like some kind of deformed cell undergoing mitosis.
A large painting of two disproportionate people in nightmarish 70's clothing
dominate the Sutton Lounge in the Union. Also, whenever distinguished guest
speakers make their way to UMaine, they seem to end up there, speaking in between
the legs of one person in the painting, as if it's giving birth to them.
Students, staff, and even the most starry-eyed visitors cannot help to notice that there
is an inordinate amount of bad an on campus.Some may say that they don't notice it,
much like the cafeteria food, but so much exists it cannot be ignored.
The Maine Center for the Arts used to have perfectly respectable concert beams
stretching over its entrance until huge rows of mirrors were lodged in between them,
U15 what were strong parts of a stmcture a schizophrenic look.
.Thvo LAME Pa7A5
r7,4 PE PPE Oltit4
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g BILL C UNTM tlAKES /41S F I RST E %ECU"' I VE ORDER -
• Budget blues
• • • •Then came the pigeons. They congregate in droves amid the mirrors and spatter the Take the initiativesidewalk underneath with their droppings.
The Pigeon Funhouse makes going to the MCA slightly dangerous. Seeing 'My
Marriage of Figaro" now requires running a gauntlet of pigeons just itching to let loose
on unsuspecting patrons.
The MCA's art, however, plays among other equally questionable forms of
expression. Lord Hall has a painting of a bald guy twisted across a canvas turning
slightly green. Fogler Library has various wood sculptures which looked like they
washed up on a beach.
But art, as an admirer of "Dogs Playing Poker" would say, depends on the
perspective of those who look at it. The trouble is, UMaine picks up the bill.
That's right, most of the would-be art on campus is bought by the University of
Maine. This time, though, it is not another university screwing up, it's the law.
Ever since those heady days of the late 70s when budgets were balanced, Maine
schools and the UMaine system colleges have been required to buy an under the
"percent for art" statute. One percent for a new building's cost must go to the purchase
of whatever some committee deems worthy of gracing their fine new building.
Given Maine is once again undergoing its traditional budget shortfall and more cuts
must be made at UMaine and at many schools around the state. it would be a good idea
to chuck the law. A few thousand here and there can add up to a couple teacher's salaries.
Sure, a few artists will have to go back to making driftwood sculptures and sticking
miniature seagulls on them, but too bad.
Rural schools which depend on 80 percent of their funding from the state Of families
without heating oil need support from Maine's budget. Artists don't.
And as a way to help protect department programs and class sections, all the an that
can be (aken off a wall or pedestal on campus should be sold. They can be replaced with
reproductions of Andrew W'yeth or Georgia O'Keefe paintings from a local poster
store. replacements with some taste which are far more affordable given the state's
financial climate.
Finding buyers for campus art may be difficult since it is hard to believe that anyone
would find UMaine art interesting. But after all, a group of purportedly intelligent
people with taste bought them in the first place.
Michael Reagan lives in Houlton, Maine, and thinks. the "kinetic sculpture" to he
put in a new local vrh, ol is really a glorified windsock
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Budget cuts—it's become a threaten-
ing household term on this campus. Again,
UMaine is facing severe budget cuts from
the state legislature. People are now so
conditioned to the phrase and the reality of
"budget cuts" that it's easy to lose sight of
its potential impact.
Like last year, for example, when a
rally was scheduled to protest further cuts.
Not many people participated though; so
the rally was, in effect, a weak effort in
combating any ci
But this year, things may be different.
Governor Mc Kernan' s plan to cut educa-
tion funding by five percent is scary
enough, but its danger is magnified by his
additional proposal to defer a monthly
payment from the University of Maine
System, which amounts to $11.6 million.
McKernan's actions have angered every-
one from President Fred Hutchinson to the
Board ofTrustees, to Senator John 0' Dea,
to the student body in general.
Press conferences, budget briefings and
appearances at an Appropriations Commit-
tee's public hearing are hopefully the first
step by UMainers in fighting another cut.
But the people who make the financial
decisions — the Appropriation Commit-
tee members — need to hear student voic-
es. Students are the ones who ultimately
suffer from budget cuts in the form of
higher tuition, fewer class sections, less
faculty and the extreme demoralization of
the campus community.
Writing letters and making phone calls
to legislators does make a difference, and
it is especially crucial that students make
their feelings known now. With the sup-
plemental budget to be finalized soon,
there isn't any time to procrastinate.
So call or write, and tell your senator and
representative just how you feel.
The quality and future of this univer-
sity is too important to just sit back and
suffer through another cut. It's time to do
whatever it takes to make a difference in
stopping the governor's plan. (KAD)
Appropriations Committee
Addresses
Senate:
State House Station #3
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
1-800-423-6900
House:
State House Station #2
Augusta, ME 04333-0002
1-800-423-2900
Sen. Michael D Pearson, Senate Chair
Sen. Bonnie L. Titcomb
Sen. Ruth Foster
Rep. Lorraine N. Chonko, House Chair
Rep. Donnell P. Carroll
Rep. Mary H. Mac.Bride
Rep. Judith C. Foss
Rep. Michael Michaud
Rep. George J. Kerr
Rep. Gary W. Reed
Rep. Charlene B. Ryden
Rep. Roger M. Pouliot
Rep. Clyde A. Ilichborn
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I I
Steinem
from page 7
late '60s.
It was like a light bulb going off in dark
room; I suddenly understood why I was
having all these feelings. I began to go out
with another woman to speak around the
country and that gave me far more faith that
this change was broad and deep and not just
something that was just happening in New
York or Los Angeles which is what the press
kept saying There needed to be ways for
this movement to communicate and since I
knew about magazines that was a way that I
could contribute.
So, 21 years after the founding of Ms.
magazine, are you surprised by its suc-
cess and longevity?
I'm surprised and moved and gratified
by its success with readers. I'm surprised,
disappointed and angered by its success
with advertisers. People say that the adver-
phrase - what does that mean? They would
never say "The Year of the Man." More-
over, even if you were going to use the
phrase, it wouldn't be appropriate until we
had half of the House, half of the Senate, half
of every state legislature a president once in
a while and until men are raising children
and working in the house as much as women
are.
What direction should the women's
movement go now?
The strength of the women's movement
is it's organic and that means that women
are working on the problems that really
affect them in their own lives. So I wouldn't
attempt to tell any individual woman what
they are - she knows what they are.
If she's on campus, perhaps, it's safety:
getting more lights in the parking lots or
doing something about rate of sexual assault
"It's insulting, the title "The Year of the
Woman" is an insulting phrase — what does
that mean? They would never say "The Year
of the Man."
tisers go where the readers are and that's just
not true, especially not with women's mag-
azines because they insist on having favor-
able, compatible editorials beside it. What
that means is that you end up with great
oceans of copy about cooking and entertain-
ing in order to get food ads; beauty, skin, and
hair in order to get personal product ads and
fashion in order to get clothing ads.
Since we didn't do that and tried to keep
advertising and editorials separate as in a
good general interest magazine, we always
had a very difficult time getting advertising.
So in our new incarnation, we started over
again with no advertising at all and finan-
cially, we are profitable for the first consis-
tent time.
What is your opinion of the success of
the women's movement over the past 20
years?
I was surprised that it was so successful
and contagious from the bottom up. That is
if you look at the public opinion, there is
overwhelming support for all of the basic
issues raised by the women's movement.
However, given the popular support I
was naive enough to believe that if we had
majority support, that we could pass the
Equal Rights Amendment, and that we could
defeat Reagan and Bush. And I think I was
not knowledge enough about the degree to
which the majority doesn't necessarily win.
But at least in this presidential election, i
feel much better because women made the
difference.
For 1992, one of the catchwords was
the that it was "The Year of the Woman."
That was stupid. It's insulting: the title
"Tne Year of the Woman" is an insulting
or date rape on campus or trying to main-
stream women's studies and black studies
as human studies - all those should be seen
as remedial studies.
If she has small children, the major issue
for her is child care or making sure that it's
possible for her husband to take care of these
kids as much as she does which means
changes in work patterns. Perhaps it's equal
pay or comparable pay.
The strength of the women's movement
is not that we tell each other what to do. but
that we share our stories and see what's
similar and then work on those problems
together.
What about you personally — w hat do
you want to work on in the future?
I'm working on balance in a way that's
not unusual for women. I was brought up in
this culture to believe that I made myself
real by being useful to other people, which
is common female training. . . it's not a
question of either or. I certainly don't regret
for a moment working in the movement —
it's given me life — but it's a question of
balance. I don't do enough of my own
writing, have enough time for myself to
refuel. It is true that the golden rule was
written by men for men and it's very impor-
tant for men to learn to treat other people as
well as they treat theii..- elves. But for wom-
en, we often need to learn to treat ourselves
as well as we treat others.
In a biography about y ou, I read that
ou were once know as —the pinup girl of
the intelligentsia."
Well, some one human being said that.
Some one journalist said that.
In one of your books though, you men-
tion being referred to as "the pretty one"
of the movement. But now, it seems obvi-
ous that people take you seriously.
First of all, it was a comment on what
people thought feminists looked like. Be-
fore I became a feminist, people didn't say
how beautiful I was, it was only afterwards.
So, that tells me something — it tells me that
somewhere in their minds they think, "Well,
if you could get a man, why would you want
equal pay?"
So in some ways, it was useful that this
didn't come along until I was in my 30s
because I had a dramatic contrast of how I
was treated before and after. And it is
hurtful. It makes you feel that no matter how
hard you work, everything you do is going to
be attributed to your appearance. It's pain-
ful and it's insulting to other women be-
cause at best what they mean by that is
conventionally pretty.
I wanted to know how you feel about
the different groups of feminists today;
does more diversity in the women's move-
ment help women overall by giving them
more options for involvement or does it
have a negative impact by splintering the
movement into factions?
I think that the agreement between fem-
inists is pretty overwhelming on most things.
If anything, we probably would be helped
by the ability to seriously discuss difference
more. But we're so conscious of the stereo-
type that women can't get along and it so
often happens that when two women are
disagreeing, we are told that women can't
get along whereas two men disagreeing are
seen to be having a serious discussion over
an issue. So I suspect we need more ability
to discuss difference than less.
What's your reaction to this state-
ment from Sally Quinn's article published
last year about the death of feminism:
"The truth is that main vtomen hate
female relationship is viewed as being 6(V40
or 7W30, than to talk about 50/50 is threaten-
ing But we must still talk about 50/50.
What do you think of interest being
generated for a men's movement?
If men were to study gender politics, that
would be helpful. . . . There has been for
many years a very important men's move-
ment, in which men who realize that the
man's role restricts them too, they confront
male violence — not only ma:e violence
toward women, but also male violence to-
ward other men — and there are some very
constructive groups like the Oakland Men's
Project which considers men's work to be
ending male violence.
Robert Bly (author of Iron John) isn't
part of that. He's not trying to end male
violence against women or other men, but
trying to separate men off once again In the
book, he talks about how much men miss
having nurturing fathers. which is very im-
portant to talk about, however he never once
mentions how they miss having achieving
mothers. He's still measuring manhood by
distance from woinen.
I also wanted to ask you your opinion
of our new president.
Bill Clinton is light years ahead of Bush
and Reagan; he has a sense of justice and
social diversity, he's compassionate, he lis-
tens and he has energy. But I do agree with
what was said at the Democratic Conven-
tion. that these were two very good people
— Clinton and Gore — and we would give
them tour years and even eight years, but
that they were the last two white males we
were going to elect.
It is a quantum leap forward, but we do
have to keep reminding ourselves however,
that real change only comes from the bottom
up. We are going to have to do it ourselves
and we must do it ourselves - there's no
other way - but at least now we have some-
one who won't stop us.
...these were two very good people—Clinton
and Gore — and we would give them four
years and even eight years, but that they were
the last two white males we were going to
elect.
come to see the feminist mos errent as
anti-male, anti-child, anti-feminine and
therefore, it has nothing to do with us."
I'm sure that many w. 'men feel that way,
but fewer do than ever before. If you look at
the publi. opinion polls, it is fewer than
ever.
The idea that it is anti-male is not due to the
fact that it is anti-male, but due to the fact that
being pro-woman is so unusual that it's per-
ceived as being anti-male just like being pro-
black is so unusual that it's perceived as being
anti-white, when it isn't. If the normal male/
And I'm also very deeply heartened by
his partner (Hillary Clinton. I think it's the
most equal partnership between a male and
a female that we've ever seen in national
leadership.
I think many people who had misgivings
about- Clinton were turned toward him be-
cause of Hillary - that he was indeed married
to this intelligent, fully equal person. That
was something in his favor. And I think the
press didn't quite understand that. they kept
treating her as if she were controversial. But
in fact. for the most part, people who opposed
Hillary would have voted for Bush anyway.
OPEN YOUR MIND
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Friday, January 15
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
profound thinker with knowledge that would
be of use in several fields of work or study.
Directing your thoughts to yard the better-
ment of mankind brings many rewards, if
not necessarily financial success. You're a
.killed craftsman and teacher, who draws
upon your own personal life expetience to
get to the truth.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): When
dealing with business or financial opportu-
nities, it behooves you to rely on cool logic.
If you don't let your emotions steer you in
the wrong direction, your money can make
money for you!
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Using
the same tired old methods to solve a per-
sonal dilemma gets you no farther than
usual. Try an unorthodox approach that
doesn't merely solve the problem, but gives
you a jump-start on the future!
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Your
unconventional approach to life and love
assures that your relationships never be-
come dull or routine! You thrive among
active people who take a similar path along
their daily travels.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Trying to
tailor your words and actions to the wishes
of others is self-defeating. If someone is
really worth being close to, they will accept
you for who you are, not who they would
have you be.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Follow your
instincts in the financial arena and you're
virtually assured of success! Opportunity
could come in many forms and your job is to
recognize it and prepare to seize the chance!
I RGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It takes
someone special to capture your heart, so
don't fall for the transparent attempts of a
fickle acquaintance to gain your favor. Be
patient. the right person is out there.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Attempting
to regiment yourself or discipline your
thoughts inhibits the flow of your fertile
imagination. By letting your thoughts wan-
der you discover a profitable idea!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A change
of pace. or a change of company, may rekindle
your enthusiasm this evening! Escape from
the usual routine and seek out new places,
people, and activities. You'll be glad you did!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Be aware that Your words have powerful
impact on a fnend before you go shooting
your mouth off! If you have to sugarcoat
your advice in order to avoid hurting their
feelings, by all means do so.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) A
friend's personal problems may hold a cer-
tain fascination for you, but don't let them
drag you into the middle of their soap-opera!
Offer what support you can without getting
intimately involved.
AOUARI1 (Jan. 20. Feb. 18): You
are particularly vulnerable to a good sense
of humor, so the sensitivity and wit of an
intriguing stranger may prove hard to resist!
Don't fight the feeling, enjoy the moment
and hope for the hest!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Saying
exactly what you think in no uncertain terms
is a quick way to sever a friendship! Don't
put people on the defensive with your blunt-
ness when a little diplomacy can accomplish
co much more!
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EntertainmentPages
By Carl Paul
For Saturday, January 16
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
straightforward personality and limitless curi-
osity lead to a mastery of the trade or craft you
choose for your life's work. You reach suo-P%
by a steady uphill climb. Practical in your
approach to life, you look for the under tying
structure in natural and human works, and
derive the greatest pleasure from simple things.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Social
partnerships are strengthened during this cy-
cle, especially the bonds of love! Open com-
munication with friends and family members
provides the clarity you need to make intelli-
gent choices.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Attempts
to attain your goals alone meet with harsh
resistance. Teamwork is the key to your even-
tual success, so cooperate with others and take
some of the pressure off yourself.
GEMINI (May 21 • June 20): Harmony
among men and women fills the day with fun
and relaxation! Lo‘.ting couples revel in a morn-
ing of cuddling, while those who must work
enjoy friendly relations with associates of the
opposite sex.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A confron-
tation that has been brewing with a parent or
authority figure for some time may now be
impossible to avoid. Be persistent but calm and
eventually you'll get your point across.
LEO (July: 23 - Aug. 22): Repressed anger
over a recurring problem could have your mate
read} to go ballistic, and all it takes is one
wrong word to set off the explosion! Caution is
strongly advised on the domestic front!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Battles with
n ends during this warlike influence could fray
your nerves, but harmony between lovers and
friends of the opposite sex more than makes up
for it! Steer clear of antagonistic acquaintan-
ces.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - (kt. 22): You may have
to scramble in order to salvage your reputation
in certain quarters through no fault of your
own. Someone should confront a co-worker
about their malicious gossiping, and it may as
well be you!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.21): A matter of
principle could get you in an uproar as some-
one close to you challenges your belief system.
In-laws can be particularly tough to deal with.
and you should avoid delicate subjects if at all
possible.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Quarrels with friends and disagreements with
groups may leave you feeling hurt and resent-
ful. Since diplomacy is not your strong suit,
you might want to take off and try independent
pursuits.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 -Jan. 19) While a
conflio with your boss may leave you on edge,
relations with your lover are especially com-
municative an tender. Share your feelings an
trepidations an you can work through things
together!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Tact is
advised now, an you stand to profit in every
area of your life if you exercise restraint If you
aren't able to avoid controversy, expect things
to get out of hand in a hurry!
PISCES (Feb, 19 - March 20): Friction
between lovers may result in arguments and
bruised feelings, bin the angry words that
could be spoken are fleeting and insubstan-
tial. Apologize if necessary and make a mutu-
al pact to discuss your differences more ma-
turely in the future.
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581 -
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, carper.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2 99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE You must be 18 or older Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Hutchinson from page 1
lion, the Orono campus alone would have to
cut $5.5 million. The ways to accomplish
that cut, he said, are few and far between.
"How are we gonna do this?" he said. "I
don't see how we can do this. Between now
and June we've already obligated much
more than half of the years' money.
"The students ate here, we're teaching
the courses," he said.
"We're not going to close the place down
and neither are the other branches of the
university.
"As I see it, at the money we need to get
some faith that the members of the legisla-
ture will turn this around."
In the meantime, Hutchinson encour-
aged university students, faculty and staff to
write or call the members of the Appropria-
tions Committee to voice their concerns.
"Well it's time for us to speak out and I
say talk to whoever you want to let them
know the facts of this," he said.
"I don't know what the solution will be,
hut I do urge you to speak out now because
this will happen soon."
The governor's proposed supplemental
budget is now before the Appropriations
Committee and is expected to be acted on in
the next seven to 14 days.
Hutchinson's next topic of discussion
was the governor's proposed two-year bud-
get for FY '94 and'95 and its possible atfect
on the University System.
He said the chancellor was told in meet-
• Lost and found
10-year-old missing girl found
BAY SHORE, N.Y. (AP) — A 10-year-
old girl missing for 16 days was found alive
Wednesday at the home of the family friend
who reported her disappearance, an official
said. A source said the girl was found behind
a false wall.
Katie Beers appeared to he in good con-
dition, said the source, who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity. It wasn't clear if she had
been held against her will, the source said.
The girl was found at the home of John
Esposito, a family friend whom police
questioned extensively after Katie's dis-
appearance Dec. 28, said Drew Biondo,
spokesman for the Suffolk County district
attorney.
Details weren't immediately available
Biondo didn't say whe!.! the girl was taken
after being found.
The source said Esposito had surren-
dered and likely would be charged later in
the day.
The girl was reported missing on Dec. 28
when Esposito said he lost her at a video
amusement center in Nesconset. on Long
Island.
Police have said they- questioned Esposi-
to for as long as 18 hours shortly after the girl
was repotted missing. He denied any role in
the disappearance. but police found no Vb it-
nesses to corroborate his seem
Esposito pleaded guilty atvut 15 years
ago to charges of unlawfu: irnpriskieirnent of
a 12-year-old boy
ings with the governcr last fall the llMaine
System would be flat funded in its entirety
with no cuts.
"We thought that was pretty good for
these times," he said. "It sounded like they
were singling out higher education out a hit
saying we had some heavy cuts and this time
around they were going to level fund us."
Unfortunately, sometime over the holi-
days the governor changed his mind, and
now his (imposed budget plan for fiscal
years 1994 and 1995 calls for a five percent
cut in flat-funding for the UMaine System.
"Apparently, probably on the advice of
his staff, (he) decided not to recommend a
continuation of the taxes that were added a
few years ago, about $300 million a year in
income," Hutchinson said.
"And if you don't renew those taxes
have to make that up."
As of Jan. 14, the current funding level for
the UMaine System is $132.7 million. The
levels for FY94 and 95 with a five percent cut
would be $124.1 million each year.
The plan also requires the system to "pay
itself back" part of the $11.6 million pay-
ment the state "borrowed" from the system
in 1991, an estimated ”. million a year.
The cuts and the payback would total a
6.5 percent reduction in this year's funding
level for each of the next two years.
Hutchinson said the budget for the next
biennium is not expected to be decided on
for a few months.
ATO from page 1
of LlMaine Public Safety, said an anony-
mous phone call on Wednesday night to
UMPD warned police that there was a de-
structive party at Am. The claim was in-
vestigated. but nothing was found.
The members who were suspended are
now considered ATO alumnus, and not ac-
tive. members.
Alpha Tau Omega is one of 34 national
and international organizations which has
implemented strict alcohol policies.
"The number-one problem facing all
uni% ersity and college campuses is the abuse
of alcohoi by students," Thorsby said.
The Maine chapter, started in 1891, was
closed in the early 1960s by local alumni
dne to a declining interest in fraternity life.
The chapter reopened in 1967. and in the
1970s raised thousands of dollars a year for the
United Way with its Fraternity Fight Night.
"The chapter was a strong one," Thorsby
said, "And it will be again. We will look for
men who are responsible, want to make a
difference and are willing :o learn how lobe
effective leaders on campus and in their
communities."
[so days until Spring Break...
Student Government
Presidential &
Vice
-Presidential
Elections
VNomination papers will be available in the Student Government Office onFriday, January 15th.
'Nominations will be due by 3:30 pm on Friday, January 22nd.
Elections will be held on Tuesday,
February 9th.
Any questions should be brought to the Student Government, Inc.office (x1775).
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• Entertainment
Steinem co
-produces first television movie
NEW YORK (AP) — Anybody knows
that a made-for-TV movie should be about
a scandal, Amy Fisher, a celebrity, Amy
Fisher, a disease, Amy Fisher or ... Amy
Fisher.
Too often. these flicks ate hardly about
anything, except about two hours.
In her first venture as an executive pro-
ducer, Gloria Steinem has tried to break the
pattern with "Better Off Dead," which will
be reoroadcast on the Lifetime cable net-
work Jan. 19, 23, 25 and 28.
Besides being about two hours, 'Better
Off Dead" is about two very different wom-
en: a contemptuous cop-killer and the ambi-
tious attorney who puts her on death row,
then, years later, works to save her from the
execution chamber.
The film displays impressive acting from
Fyra Ferrell ("Boyz N The Hood") and
especially from Mare Winningham (of such
worthy TV films as "Helen Keller: The
Miracle Continues" and "Love Is Never
Silent"), whose radiant ordinariness gives
an air of honesty to everything she does.
"Better Off Dead" was created through
a new partnership between Rosilyn Heller,
an independent producer, and her longtime
friend Steinem, who presumably needs no
introduction.
"It's the first of our films to get finished
— amazing!" said a grateful Steinem at her
Upper East Side apartment a couple of weeks
ago.
Dressed casually in blouse and slacks,
her hair pulled back in a ponytail, she looks
less the film impresario than the writer and
activist she's best known as. But this latest
role she takes just m seriously.
"The general idea," she says, "is to put
...43 if you :eave a week early
111
Jan. 18 at 7 pm
The sisters of Delta Zeta invite you to celebrate
"New York State of Mind" with us in our
chapter room (basement of Oxford Hall).
DELTA
ZETA
Jan 19 at 7 pm
Join the sisters in the chapter room for
games & songs.
Jan 21 at 7 pm
Join us in our chapter room-we have
special plans for you.
real life on television in a meaningful way."
"Better Off Dead" gets a good start on
that by twisting the usual stereotypes: Here
you find a black woman attorney, a white
woman inmate.
Meanwhile, the film grapples with a range
of social issues including racism, abortion
rights and, most compellingly, the death
penalty debate.
"The death penalty is a part of real life
about which we have many illusions," Stei-
nem says, "so we need to really look at it.
"What too few people understand is that
capital punishment has no impact on cutting
down crime, and that there's considerable
evidence that it does the reverse: encourages
crime.
"Worse, it is administered in such a way
that the system waits until the person is
rehabilitated. Then the sentence is finally
carried out."
This is a central irony of Stement's film.
"It is largely about redemption," she
says. "The3e two women redeem each oth-
er. But what that means to you and what it
means to me depends on our particular lives,
and it's not simple."
Indeed, it is seldom that a film comes
along where, after its first few minutes, its
audience can't suss out where the stogy is
headed and often beat the actors getting
there. That is not the case in "Better Off
Dead," which avoids the cookie-cutter ap-
proach of, say, a certain trio of films about
TV's favorite cookie, Amy Fisher.
"Well, if you want to get something on
television,'  says Steinem, summing up that
phenomenon with a knowing laugh, "your
chance is greatly increased by making the
woman either had or a victim."
SQUTHSIDE
MARKET..
STODDER COMMONS
OPEN MON-FRI 9AM-8PM • SAT 11AM-8PM
ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE! OFFERING
CONVENIENT, ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY! WE WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.
PAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT FOR USING YOUR MAINECARD
Welcome Back and Good Luck in the New Year!
Join us for lunch. 5I;) a cup, $1 a bowl.
Jan 18
Mon.
Jan 19
Tues.
Jan 20
Wed.
Jan 21
Thurs.
Jan 22
Fri.
Navy
Bean
Corn
Chowder
Cream of
Broccoli
Lentil Tomato
Basil
Daily sandwiches made fresh.
74- .1 4 Student Affairs, University of Maine
DID YOU MAKE A NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIQN
 
THAT
INCLUDED SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
GOD?
THE NEWMAN CENTER'S
SPRING SEMESTER LITURGICAL SCHEDULL
Sunday Mass 9:30 AM
11:15 AM
6:15 AM
Newman Center
Memorial Union
(Bangor Lounge)
Nt wman Center
Daily Mass 4:45 PM Newman Center
Monday -Thursday
Sacrament of reconciliation (Confession) - Sundays at 5:30 PM or by appointment
BEGIN THE SEMESTER RIGHT BY INCLUDING PRAYER AND THE SACRAMENTS AS
PART OF YOUR ROUTINE. YOUR PRESENCE WILL ENHANCE OUR WORSHIP
Your Roman Catholic Parish on Campus
83 College Avenue, Orono 866-2/55
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• Rape
Husband of Indiana police chief accused of rape
BLOOMSBURG, Pa. (AP) -- lite hus-
band of Bloomsburg University's new po-
lice chief is accused of raping a co-worker
and is under investigation in four more at-
tacks — one that occurred when he and his
wife were in town for her job interview.
Michael Reece Boykin blamed his arrest
on racism, and a university trustee said re-
sentment and suspicion have dogged the
couple since the wife took over campus
security.
"Bloomsburg University is famous for
shafting men of color," Boykin, who like
his wife is black, said in a letter to university
officials. "1 did not relocate to this unfriend-
ly, forbidden town to have my good name
sullied."
Boykin, 41, a university maintenance
worker, is married to former Chicago police
officer Margaret Boykin. They took their
campus jobs Oct. 31
That afternoon, a student was raped in a
gymnasium. Rapes on or near the campus
followed on Nov. 27 and Dec. 11. On Dec.
18, one of Boykin's co-workers was raped
in a university pickup truck, and she named
him as the attacker.
He pleaded innocent_ to rape charges
Monday in that attack and was held on
$75,000 bail.
District Attorney William S. Kreisher
said state and Bloomsburg police were in-
vestigating the possibility that Boykin com-
mitted the other attacks.
He also said Boykin is a suspect in anoth-
er campus-related rape on Dec. 15, 1991 --
when the Boylcins were in town for Mrs.
Boykin's interview.
After the rapes started last semester,
women walked in groups and those who
lived off campus were offered dormitory
rooms, though only a few took advantage of
it. The university also set up an escort sys-
tem.
Investigators took blood and semen from
Boykin after his arrest for comparison to
evidence taken in the previous cases. Genet-
ic tests linked some of the earlier rapes to the
same person, Kreisher said.
"But there was nobody to compare them
to. We had no suspect until now," he said.
Bloomsburg, a town of 12,000 in north-
central Pennsylvania, is mostly white. Only
206 of the university's 6,378 full-time stu-
dents are black.
University trustee Howard Johnson, who
is black, said the arrest has "overtones of
being racially motivated."
"There are people who don't want Mag-
gie and her family here," he said. "They
look at blacks as criminals, rapists and
thieves."
University spokeswoman Susan Schantz
PIZZA KING
866-5505
• Dine In •
• Take-Out •
r2 Medium Pizzas.'
up to 3 toppings
I $9.99 I
c:oupon
good until 2/15
not valid with any I
other offers
154 Park Street
King size savings
on pizzas and subs
Free delivery
to campus
Large 1
cheese pizza I
I $5.99
ve/coupon
good until 2/15
not valid with any
L. other offers
said some in the community were not happy
with Mrs. Boykin's appointment or the hir-
ing of her husband. She would not comment
directly on whether the opposition was split
along racial lines, but said, "You can go
downtown and talk to any redneck if that's
what you want to find out."
Mrs. Boykin, who has taken leave from
her job, is paid up to $41,804 per year. Her
husband's pay is $7.21 per hour.
There was considerable grumbling when
the Boykins were hired because a condition
of Mrs. Boykin's employment was that her
husband receive a job.
Schantz said it is customary to help an
employee's spouse find work if a family is
brought in from far away.
"There will be people who are going to
say, 'I told you so," ' Johnson said. "People
within his department didn't like the way he
was hired. There was resentimnt."
(Ink.
avt
CAN YOU MANAGE
ON AN EXTRA
$2,500?
Practical experience for
Business/Marketing Majors:
Manage credit card promotions
on campus for a Naitonal
Marketing Finn. Hours flexible.
Earn up to S2,500/term-
CALL1-800-950-8472, Ext. 17.
Come and Save.
T YSARTS
TRAVEL STOP
ORONO, ME
r 
-1is OFF all deli items
I with this coupon
I explres 1i24 r
I 1
I YSARTS
For example our steak and cheese
sandwich regularly $2.99 is $1.99
with this coupon.
C OFF per gallon
with this coupon I
expires 1 / 24
A I
YSARTS imiso I
With this coupon you can get the
least expensive gas in the area!
Homemade breads
and pies from Dysarts
Truckstop brought in
fresh everyday.
At Exit 52 in front of Black Bear Inn across from Burger King in Orono.
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SportsNews • Black Bear skaters back on the ice this weekend• Men's hoop squad set for Drexel, Delaware
• UMaine Athlete of the Week: Stephanie Guidi
The Campusi • Maine hockey
Sports Ticker Black Bears set to face inconsistent Clarkson
The University of Maine women's
and men's track temas will be in action
this weekend. The women, led by stand-
outs Charla Harrie and Kerry Brothers,
travel Connecticut to compete in the
Yale Invitational, while Kirk Carter
and Sean Tynan lead the men at the
University of Rhode Island in the Chal-
lenge Cud.
Meanwhile, the UMaine swin team
also heads to URI. The men currently
hold a 1-3 record, while the women are
0-4.
Deputy Comissioner
Greenberg resigns.'P
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball man-
agement fragmented further when dep-
uty commissioner Steve Greenberg re-
signed, expressing "grave concern"
for the sport's future.
Greenberg, 44, sou of Hall of Earn-
er Hank Greenberg and himself a
former minor league player. has been
running the commissioner's office
since Sept. 7.
Labor negotiator
adyises against
• lockout
NEW YORK (AP) — The chief la-
bor negotiator for baseball owners said
he will advise his bosses not to lock out
players during the 1993 season.
On the first day of collective bar-
gaining, Player Relations Committee
president Richard Ravitch said he
thought owners would back him and
hoped the Major League Baseball Play-
ers Association wouldn't strike this
year.
Sampras advances
in Ausfralia
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) — Top-
seeded Pete Sampras of the United
States defeated Mark Woodforde of
Australia 6-4. 6-3 to advance to the
quarterfinals of the South Australian
Open In a women's second-round
match. top-seeded Gabriela Sabatini of
Argentina beat Patty Fendick of the
United States 6-4. 4-6, 6-2.
AUCKLAND, New Zealand (AP)
—Top-seeded Mali V ai Washington of
the United States beat Kenneth Carlsen
of Denmark 6-2, 6-2 to advance to the
quarterfinals of the Benson and Hedg-
es Open.
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
A casual of•-• rver prob-
ably wouldn't think that a
team with a 6-7-3 record
and half a season's worth of inconsistency
would be mur-h of a threat to the 21-0-1, No.
-
I ranked University of Maine hockey team.
But then again, Black Bear Coach Shawn
Walsh isn't exactly a casual observer.
'They're a very scary team and they're
going to be fired up," Walsh said of Clarkson
University, his team's opponent this Friday
and Saturday at Alfond Arena. "They have
the third-best power play and the third-best
11111111Plui•
UMaine junior right wing Cal Ingraham leads the Black Bears (and the nation)
with 25 goals. (Kiesow photo.)
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Keehn' g's team travels south
By Chris Casteilano
Sports Writer
The University of
Maine men's basketball
team will most likely en-
counter their stiffest com-
petition of the season this
weekend when they trav-
el south to take on North Atlantic Confer-
ence foes Drexel University and the Uni-
versity of Delaware.
This season was supposed to be a "re-
building" one for the Dragons. who lost
Men'c
Basketball
four starters from last season.
it has not started out that way, howev-
er, thanks in large part to Boston Univer-
sity transfer Brian Holden. The 6-4 soph-
omore is averaging close to 16 ppg and is
dishing out close to five assists a game
after sitting out last season.
According to Drexel Coach Bill Herri-
on, his club really hasn't established a
team leader, but relies heavily on its start-
ers to concentrate on their roles for suc-
cess.
See BASKETBALL on page 19
goals against average in the NCAA, so they
can do it at both ends of the ice. It should be
a battle."
In fact, the Golden Knights have posted
an impressive 4-2 mark against Hockey East
opponents this year, including a 12-1 drub-
bing of a talented Northeastern squad on the
Huskies' home ice. But Clarkson has been on
a virtual roller coaster ride all season, result-
ing in their below-.500 record.
"It's been one thing or another all sea-
son," Clarkson Coach Mark Morris said. "It's
been difficult to pinpoint. It seems that when-
ever we correct one problem, another one
arises. Hopefully, we'll pull together and
develop a little bit more consistency, espe-
cially on offense."
One area in which the Golden Knights
have been outstanding is their goaltending.
Senior Chris Rog les, a teammate of U Mai ne' s
Garth Snow on the U.S. Select team over
Christmas break, sees the brunt of the action
and has performed brilliantly. He is 5-2-2 on
the year with a 2.45 GAA and a .921 save
pereewage.
Junior Jason Cunie has also played well
between the pipes, but has been the recipient
of minimal offensive support.. He has posted
a 3.27 GAA and a .896 save percentage, but
is buriened misleading 1-5-1 won-lost record.
"Our goaltending has been our strength,"
Morris said. "Both guys have played very
well."
But it's unlikely that either Rogles or
Currie has faced a team with as much offen-
sive firepower as the Black Bears. UMaine
has outscored their opponents by a 153-52
margin after 22 games, or by an average
margin of about 7-2 each game.
Meanwhile. Walsh's top sconng line of
left wing Paul Kariya (13-36-49). centet Jim
Montgomery (10-35-45) and right wing Cal
Ingraham (25-18-43) rank 1-2-3 in Hockey
East in overall scoring, and the Black Bears
boast six of the top eleven point-getters in the
league.
That includes Kariya and fellow first-
year star Chris Ferraro. who along with Peter
Ferraro, missed the Black Bears' last six
contests while they Were participating in the
World Junior Championships in Gavle, Swe-
den. All in all, it makes for a deep, dangerous
offense.
The Black Bears also have a terrific
netminding of their own. Junior Mike Dun-
Sec CLARKSON on page 19
• Drugs
Two NFL
players arrested
ATLANTA (AP) — A U.S. drug agent
said today he expects more arrrests of NFL
players in an investigation of illegal steroid
and hormone trafficking that already has
resulted in the indictment of two players.
On Tuesday. offensive lineman Eric
Moore of the New York Giants and defen-
sive lineman Mark Duckens of the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers were arraigned in federal
court on felony drug charges.
Sec STEROIDS on page 18
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• Female Athlete of the Year
Seles cops AP honor
By Rick Warner
AP Sports Writer
Monica Seles repeated herself in 1992,
winning three of the four Grand Slam tourna-
ment titles and dominating women's tennis
for the second straight year.
Today, she repeated as Associated Press
Female Athlete of the Year.
Seles, who won every Grand Slam tour-
nament except Wimbledon last year and
reached the final in 14 of 15 tournaments, is
the first woman to win the award in consec-
utive years since another tennis star, Chris
Evert, in 1974-75.
Seles said she was honored — - and fortu-
nate — to get the award.
"I think last year was pretty lucky," she
said in Melbourne while preparing for the
Australian Open. "I can't goon winning three
Grand Slams and getting into the finals of
every tournament."
Seles, who turned 19 last month, beat out a
strong field of Olympic stars for the AP award.
She received 40 first-place votes and 296
points from a nationwide group of writers and
broadcasters. Figure skater Kristi Yamaguchi
finished second with 29 first-place votes and
257 points, while track and field star Jackie
Joyner-Kersee was third with 23 and 210.
Speedskater Bonnie Blair was fourth, fol-
lowed by sprinter Gail Devers, gymnast Shan-
non Miller, swimmer Summer Sanders, hock-
ey goalie Manon Rheaume, race car driver
Lyn St. James and skier Petra Kronberger.
It is rare for a non-Olympian to win the
award in an Olympic year. It has happened
only three previous times — Evert in 1980,
Mickey Wright in 1964 and Maureen Con-
nolly in 1952.
Connolly is the only tennis player to win
the award three consecutive years (195' -53).
Four other tennis ftars —Seles, Evert, Althea
Gibson and Alice Marble — have won it
twice in a row.
In 1992, Seles won the Australian, French
and U.S. Opens for the second straight year.
But her bid for a Grand Slam sweep was
stopped by Steffi Graf in the championship
match at Wimbledon, the only Grand Slam
title Seles has never won.
She won 70 of 75 matches last year, earned
a record $2.6 million on the tour, captured her
third straight Virginia Slims Championship
and retained the No. 1 ranking she has held
since March 1991.
Athlete of the Week
Stephanie Guidi is the University of
Maine Athlete of the Week
The first-year forward on the UMaine
women's basketball team has emerged as
a dangerous inside threat forCoach Joanne
Palombo's squad. Guidi was named to
the All-Tournament team at the Bell At-
lantic Holiday Classic in Piscataway, NJ.
over Christmas break after a 15-point, 13-
rebound effort over two games.
She was even more impressive in the
Black Bears' latest game Jan. 3, scoring
23 points and pulling down 13 rebounds
Stephanie Guidi
First-year
Forward
Women's
Basketball
in Maine's heartbreaking 73-72 loss to
Valparaiso.
Guidi is currently averaging 10.5 points
and 5.8 rebounds pec game, ranking her sec-
ond in both categories amongst Black Bears.
The first-year standout is an elereeni:i
ry education major who hails from S torm-
ville, N.Y. A captain of the basketball
team in both her junior and senior years at
Carmel High, she scored 1,125 points in
her illustrious career.
Ed. Note: Other finalists this week
included Dan Hillman (men's basketball).
Two NFL players arrested for steroids use from page 17
Both pleaded innocent to charges in the
Jan. 5 indictment and were released on
$10,000 recognizance bonds.
"Let me state that the indictment and
arrests of Moore and Duckens clearly dem-
onstrates that the NFL players are still using
and trafficking in steroids and human growth
hormones," said Garfield Hammonds Jr.,
U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency agent in
charge of the Atlanta office.
Catch the
ACTION
Bea
PhacWaPher
for
The
Maine
Campus
Come down and fill out an application. Not
much experience necessary. These are paid
positions. Call Damon at 581-3059 or visit The
Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall.
"We anticipate the arrest of other NFL
players," though Hammonds did not spec-
ify what those arrests might be for.
The NFL today strongly disagreed with
what it called "off-the-cuff ' comments by
Hammonds.
"There is a large body of evidence that
clearly indicates that steroid use in the NFL
has dramatically decreased in recent years
due to our year-round random testing pro-
gram," Joe Browne, the league's vice pres-
ident of communications, said. "Team doc-
tors, trainers and the players themselves
readily support our beliefs."
Assistant U.S. Attorney Carolyn Adams
said Moore and Duckens each were charged
with one count of conspiracy to possess with
intent to distribute anabolic steroids, one
count of possession with intent to distribute
anabolic steroids and one count of posses-
sion with intent to distribute human-growth
hormones.
Moore is a starter and a former first-
round selection of the Giants in 1987, while
Duckins has been a reserve for the Tampa
Bay for the past two seasons.
I I- MAINE STUDENTS CAN WINf
MAINE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
„lanuar. 15 - p rn IN THE PIT:: 
University of Maine Black Bears
vs.
Drexel University Lady Dragons
JUST SAY IT.
"Wood instead of ice makes It nicer
and get $2 off the regular adult ticket price!
UNIAINE
STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY!!
Sunday, January 17 - 1 p.m. at the Alfond
Unlvarstiy of Fii=sine Black Sears
' University of Delaware Fightin' Blue Hens
• $100 Gift Certificate to buy textbooks (1 given away each halr
- New Champion Athletic Department Sweatshirt
• New Russell Athletic Department Sweatpant
• New UMaine Basketball Shorts
• New "Team Maine" T
-Shirts
'New Maine Basketball Hats
DYING YOUR STUDENT ID TO SIGN UP FOR PRIZES:a
Tickets available In advance or at the door.
Call 581
-BEAR or 1
-800-756
-TEAM
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UMaine women's basketball
Cyndi Buetow (54) and company will be in action this weekend when the
UMaine women's basketball team returns to Orono The women take on
Drexel at 7 p.m. tonight in Memorial Gym, then face Delaware Sunday at
1 p.m. at Alfond Arena. (Kiesow photo.)
Clarkson comes to Alfond Arena
Men's hoop from page 17
Hen-ion was also concerned in con-
taining the Black Bears strong front line
of Francois Bouchard, Dan Hillman, and
Fritz Marseille, although they currently
rank second benind only Delaware in re-
bounding margin.
"We don't really have anyone besides
Malik Rose who can, day in and day out,
give us a strong rebounding advantage,"
said Herrion. "We just have to expect all
of the guys to do their own thing and so far
its been working out alright."
First-year forward Rose has led the
way on the boards by averaging 9.9 rpg
while adding eleven points.
Drexel also enjoys an advantage over
its opponents from the three point line. So
far this season the Dragons have nailed 45
three-pointers compared to its opponents
31, which ranks them first in three-point
percentage defense.
UMaine will have to keep a close eye
out for 6-6 forward Mike Wisler who has
connected on 41 percent accuracy from
three-point land.
Delaware, who are currently on a six
game winning streak and have upped their
record to 9-3 overall, are led by 6-11
senior center Spencer Dunkley.
Dunkley, who averaged close to 11
points per game last season while making
55 percent of his field goal attempts, has
assumed the leadership role previously
held by the departed Alex Coles last sea-
son.
In addition to averaging 18.4 ppg so far
this season (which currently ranks him
third in the NAC) he ranks second in
rebounds by grabbing close so 14 a game,
and leads the conference in total blocked
shots with 38.
The success of Dunkley has also opened
the door for 6-6 senior forward Anthony
Wright to flourish. The senior ranks sec-
ond behind Dunkley in scoring by averag-
ing 14.8 ppg.
Six-two sophomore Brian Pearl is also
making the most of his playing time aver-
aging 10.3 ppg and dishing out 4.3 apg.
The Black Bears will also have to try to
contain sharpshooter Ricky Deadwyler.
Last season, the senior connected on
four of his five three-point attempts off
the bench on his way in scoring 21 in
beating UMaine at the reopening of Al-
fond Arena.
The Blue Hens are a dangerous team
on the boards, as evidenced by their 44 to
34 rebounding advantage over its oppo-
nents on the season.
from page 17
ham, a former U.S Olympian who recently
announced he will turn pro after this season,
hasn't lost a game in 13 starts this season,
and hasn't been beaten since the 1991 NCAA
Tournament, a span of 19 decisions. His
puck-stopping partner, senior Garth Snow,
is also unbeaten at 8-0-1, and leads all HE
goalies with a 2.24 GAA.
They will try to shut down the Golden
Knights attack that contains a handful of
capable forwards, including senior Steve
Dubinsky (12-13-25), sophomore Marko
Tuomainen (9-17-26) and and sophomore
Todd Marchant (11-7-18).
Walsh considers Clarkson's offense tal-
1
ented, but thinks that they also have another
valuable variable working in their favor.
"They are a very experienced group of
forwards," Walsh said. 'They play disci-
plined, intelligent hockey, so we'll have to be
ready."
Asked if his team is beginning to hear the
whispers from the fans and media about an
undefeated season, Walsh was adamant in his
response: "We're taking it one game at a
time," Walsh said, breaking out every coach's
favorite cliche.
"We're only focusing on playing well
against our next opponent. The players real-
ize we can't afford to look further down the
Peer Tutors
Needed
The Onward Tutor Program is looking
for peer tutors in the 100 & 200 levels of
Math, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and
Computer Science. Students must be
currently enrolled at UM, have received
an A or B in the course(s) they wish to
tutor, have a minimum of 2.5 CPA (3.0
preferred), excellent communication
skills, and a high levd of psationre. Further
information is available with the job
application materials.
If interested, contact
The Onward Tutor Program
Flagstaff Road, Orono Campus
58 1-23 19
road than that."
Black Bear Notes:
Game time both nights is 7 p.m.
Check out the Jan. 15 issue of The Hockey
News if you want to find out what NHL scouts
think of Kariya. There is a story on the World
Juniors on pg. 3 where he is mentioned a
couple times and quoted once, as well as
piece in pg. 8 that call him the "top-rated U.S.
college player" heading into the June draft.
Hnunm. Looks like number nine in the Blue
and White will have some NHL argent wait-
ing for him soon.
NoticeRegarding On-Campus
Sales &
Solicitation
Effective jahuary 1, 1993, all
sales and solicitation licenses
for the residence and dining
halls will be issued from the
ROC (Residence On Campus)
office.
Please call the ROC office at
581-1760 for application
information.
•
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• Mario Lemieux
Super Mario set to begin the fight against Hodgkin's
By Alan Robinson
AP Sports Writer
PrITSBURGI I (AP) — The Pittsburgh
Penguins are adjusting again to Lfe without
Mario Lei nieux Du-spi te the di scomtorting news
he has Hodgkin's disease, Lemieux is getting
on with what he hopes will be a long life.
Lemieux met briefly with his Penguins
teammates Wednesday before they left for
Thursday's game at Boston.
Lemieux tried to paint a positive picture
for his teammates and the media. He report-
edly has already begun radiation treatment
for his disease, which attacks the lymph
nodes but usually is treatable when detected
early.
The NHL's leading scorer and highest-
paid player. Lemieux nodded when asked if
he was surprised to learn he has cancer, but
said, "I'll be fine No problem."
 "IMIIMINIIIIMIN  
The Penguins said Lemieux is upbeat
and determined to beat his illness.
"He feels good about it," said center
Ron Francis. "It's a blow mentally when
someone gets news like this, but he's in real
good spirits. He's being positive about this.
We wish him the best and hope everything
ends up all right."
Team owner Howard Baldwin said ev-
ery doctor the Penguins have consulted is
optimistic because Lemieux's disease was
detected in an early stage. An enlarged lymph
node was removed after Lemieux detected a
lump on his neck.
"It was caught so incredibly early,"
Baldwin said. "If you catch it very early the
way we have, or the doctors have, it's so
non-threatening they don't even keep statis-
tics on it."
Baldwin will fly from his California home
to meet Thursday night with Lemieux be-
fore attending a news conletence Friday
with Lemieux and general manager Craig
Patrick.
"People who don't understand the disease
will probably make this out to be worse than it
really is," goaltender Tom Barrasso said.
Lemieux signed a record-setting $42
million contract only three months ago.
Lemieux, 27, has missed more than 100
games the last four seasons with chronic
back pain that finally required surgery in
1990.
Last spring, with Lemieux out with a
fractured wrist suffered when he was slashed
by defenseman Adam Graves, the Penguins
rallied from 2-1 down to oust the NHL
regular-season champion New York Rang-
ers in the Patrick Division playoffs.
"We just want him to get well," winger
Troy Loney said. "We don't care how long
it takes, his health is all that matters."
"Mario has faced formidable physical
obstacles before and returned to the top of
the mountain," said Tom Reich, Lemieux's
agent. "He will do it again."
The Penguins continue to insist Lemieux
ran return in four to six weeks, but numer-
ous doctors who treat Hodgkin's disease
agreed that projection seems generously
optimistic.
Normally, a Hodgkin's disease patient
undergoes a month of 5- to 10-minute radi-
ation therapy five times a week. The treat-
ment often results in sleepiness, loss of
appetite and fatigue.
The patient generally improves over the
next month if the treatment is successful and
begins to regain his appetite and energy.
Several doctors said it is more likely
Lemieux would need two months of radia-
tion and recovery before he had sufficient
strength to play hockey again.
• Male Athlete of the Year
Michael Jordan earns AP Male Athlete of the Year
By Bill Barnard
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — After conquering
the NBA, Michael Jordan helped conquer the
world in 1992.
Basketball's biggest star had his biggest
year. leading the Chicago Bulls to their sec-
ond straight NBA championship, winning his
third MVP award and then playing a support-
ing role as the U.S. Olympic team won the
gold medal in Barcelona.
Now, Jordan can add another honor to his
1992 trophy case — Associated Press Male
Athlete of the Year.
Jordan is only the fifth man to win the
award in consecutive years.
"It's nice that it's not just a basketball
av, aid. Jordan said. ''I can cherish it a little
more because it's voted on by people who
don't necessarily watch basketball that much."
Although basketball is the world's fastest
growing sport, it hasn't always been this prom-
inent. Jordan and Larry Bird, the AP's top male
athlete in 1986, are the only basketball players
to win the award since it began in 1931.
Jordan won by a comfortable margin over
a field that included Lewis, Mario Lemieux,
Magic Johnson, Shaquille O'Neal, Dennis
Eckersley, Steve Young, Christian Laettner
and Barry Bonds.
Jordan received 264 points and 37 first-
place votes. He was followed by Lemieux
(177-18), Johnson (95-14), Lewis (67-8),
O'Neal (60-7), Eckersley (59-4), Young (58-
9), L,aettner (57-6) and Bonds (50-6).
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of I ord.
Hall for your classified ad.
help wanted
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries-Earn $600+/week in can
neries or $4,0004-/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings Male
or Female. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067.
miscellaneous
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience:
replace zippers, hemming, etc. Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827
511 5
-
Poetry Contest! Win cash, be pub-
lished. Send SASE to Gothica c/o S
Jenssen 98 Union #4, Brewer, ME
04412.
Spring break get in shape with step
aerobics. The solution to your reso-
lution. Catching Rays 827-2456. 15/
month
SPRING BREAK '93 BLOWOUT
SALE! Lowest prices, best trips-
1000 guaranteed! Cancun,Jamaica,
& Florida packages still available from
America's student travel leader. Travel
free-organize a small group. Call
STS at (800)648-4849.
lost & ound
Lost: Black female lab puppy w/
black collar + leash. Answers to Cara.
Lost on College Ave. Call 866-4464.
Lost: A pair of wire-framed Benetton
glasses in brown case on 1/12. Call
x7687 if found.
Found: A pair of silver, wire-rimmed
glasses at the computer cluster in the
library over Christmas break. Call
x2506 for more info.
To place your FREE lost and found
ad, stop by the basement of Lord Hall
or call 581-1273 Monday through
friday
apartments
Stillwater--83 Spring St. 5 BR 2
bath townhouse $800/mo. Heated
Apply now! P.i. Reality Management
942-4815
House overlooking river in Orono:
3 BR. Suitable 5 people Heat and
plowing. Rent $800 Phillip Mahar
866-2362
Orono 2 bedrm, 1 1/2 bath
townhouse. Adult area, mins. to UM.
$650/mo. 5 or 12 mo. lease 799-
1401 or 871-0112.
For rent- Large 2 bedroom Apt. in
0.1. Quiet only, no smoking. $375
includes heat. 827-2435, 5911-Ray
Country-Living Townhouse Apts.
2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen,
dining area, living room, on-site laun-
dry. Heat, water, sewer included.
Private. Only 9 mi., 15 min. from UM.
Bradley. $575-650/mo. sec. dep. 1
yr leas. Call 866-7798
for sale
Power Graphic fx-7700G8 calcula-
tor with owners manual. Used only
one semester, purchased at $85, for
sale at $55. Call 1-7519.
Casio fx-7700G graphing calcula-
tor. Used in Mat 122 $6000. Call
Kevin 945-5819.
1986 Renault Alliance. $1000 or
B 0. 866-3245
roommates
Needed to share house in Orono.
Own bedroom, very quiet. $200
month Call 866-2085,
Roommate wanted fully furnished
Apt. Stillwater, own bedroom. $160/
month + electricity. 827-6980.
wanted
Penfriends wanted: Ugandian stu-
dent seeks Maine penfriends to learn
about Maine and its people. All let-
ters will be answered. Please write
to. Matovy Julius Brown, c/o Mr
S.M. Brown, P.O. Box 4528, Kampala,
Uganda, E. Africa.
Plat tfour free
"Kir 171P sa Ft
